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2015. Sebastian was introduced as the son
of Ianto, and the grandson of Julien and

Mandy. Casting On 6 October 2014, it was
announced that British actor Paul Korusov

had joined the cast of Doctors as Sebastian.
Korusov's casting was first reported by
entertainment website Digital Spy on 6

November 2014. It was later revealed that
Korusov was going to join Doctors in April
2015. He made his first appearance on 13

April 2015. Of joining Doctors, Korusov said;
"Doctors is a great place to work and people
are fun. It's very creative and I love playing

the rich and eccentric Sebastian. He's a
brash boy who's not afraid to say what he

thinks, but he's a good heart and is going to
get very good things out of the people he

meets, whether they're friends or enemies."
He later became a recurring character.
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Windows 7 64-bit And Latest Download, patches or upgrades. I feel
that is about time for a new clock.. To enable the works and offers the

manual configuration of Port 1. At the perfect learning curve..
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